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Dear Chairman Diaz:

I am writing in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by Committee to Bridge
the Gap calling on the Commission to permanently upgrade security at nuclear reactors
to reflect the terrorist threat we face.

As you know, I have long been concerned that the NRC's security requirements
for nuclear facilities are lacking, and I have authored amendments, which have been
repeatedly approved by the House of Representatives on a bipartisan basis, which
would require a perrnanent, public rulemaking to increase security at NRC-regulated
nuclear facilities and mandate other security enhancements to reflect the increased
terrorist threat our nation faces. Unfortunately, the Commission has persistently
opposed this legislation, which has not become law due to controversy over other
unrelated provisions in the underlying bills to which it has been attached.

I note that instead of embracing a formal rulemaking to upgrade security at our
nation's nuclear facilities, the Commission instead has opted to withhold increasing
amounts of information from the public about is activities, has barred access to certain
of its proceedings to all but members of the nuclear industry, and, instead of requiring
security to be at a level that is capable of defending against the sort of terrorist attack
the country experienced on September 11, imposed by order new security requirements
that I have reviewed in some detail and consider to be inadequate to address the
current threat.

The petition for rulemaking filed by Committee to Bridge the Gap would require
the Commission to conduct a public rulemaking to require protection of nuclear facilities
against air attack and to upgrade the DBT to require protection against at least the
number and capabilities of the September 11 attackers. It is remarkable that 3.5 years
after the attacks of September 11, the Commission has not yet taken these steps itself.

I urge the Commission to do so now, and initiate the rulemaking requested by the
Committee to Bridge the Gap.

Sincerely,

P/- '-j
Edward J. Markey('
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